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Framingham State College
Framingham MA, 01701
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1990
Bob Scott reviews the 1989 edition of the Dial yearbook.
2 1990 Opening
Welcome to
"Operation F. S. C."
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<elly and Sheila flash those pearly whites.
1990 Opening 3
Liz and Kelly collect tickets at the Homecoming semiformal. "A Wizard of Oz Sandbox", Sandbox XXVIII, September 22.
4 1990 Opening
What's the matter Paul, is there a scaracity of beds?
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1990 Opening 5
Cathy Mantegani making the difficult decision of what
to drink next.
6 1990 Opening
Dave, S.G.A. Prez.: Is this smile ger-
Scott is given the chance to show off his singing voice with the help of Gordie Milne, mane to the Meeting?
The Secret Files
of Student Life
1990 Opening 7
mm
Nikki, what is so interesting ?
1990 Opening
m i||f
1990 Opening 9
below: 1989 Homecoming
Ambassador nominee Beth Corbin.
Stacey and Stephanie always say two heads are better
than one.
photo @ right: Look at those guilty smiles;
what have you boys been up to?
10 1990 opening
"lifl
Student Trustee Dan Phipps and Father John Culloty. You want us to do what project? Due when'
Kecia & Sheila are caught preparing to roundup phonathon pledges.
1990 opening 11
below: A hat certainly does make the man.
12 1990 Opening
Stand back chicks! These two mean business.
1990 Opening 13
right: Denise Sullivan and Geno Martino,
1989 Homecoming Ambassadors
above: Ron proudly displays
some holiday cheer.
left: Those devoted
F. S. C. fans !!
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14 1990 Opening
-
left: Larry Mosher catches some rays
while hard at work.
1990 Opening 15

F. S. C,
Wizard of
Oz Sandbox,
parking, State
Street, Dances, Cape
Cod Traveling All Stars,
books, Students Rally Boston
State House, latenight fire alarms,
Jim Plunkett, elevators, Carribean
Night, Spring break, roommates, Gordie
Milne, Five and Dime Comedy nights, Residence
Halls: Lamed, Linsley, Peirce, Horace Mann, Tow-
ers, Foster, O 'Conner, activities. W(JH escorts, meal
cards, all nighters, floormates, Peirc%! W'^^f> Class of 93,
Passbook Day, DJ Peter Carabillo,jdmi^<y, Resident Assis-
tants, canceled classes, Class of 91, rhe}^Lff%Jltb, Winter Cotillion,
failing exams, PROCRASTANATIOKk S^tent Leaders, President
Bush, Trip to Haiti, Phonathon, kathjJmtys jokes, curs, early morning
classes, Class of'90, Apathy, snozvba'A' 'fi^flMoiv your car to ..., transfer hours,
Battle of the Bunds, passbook day, AdiwL^^,llomccoming Weekend, Halloween
Dance, dry campus, Ram Aid V, clMS^JmgBftlling asleep in the library, "The Dining
Room
"
, Food Service, South Africej^imd^^Jmfership weekends, ice breakers, "suitcase col-
lege", posters under the clock, NelsomUBm^Bloodmobiles, course withdrawal, hangovers,
Orientation, stress, Flashback Dance, C^M of 92, CC 4th floor, popcorn, exams, no electricity,
"air" mail, Spring Sandbox, late night munchies: Sam Pan, Dominos or the candy machine, pass/
fail, co-curricula activity(ies), pitchers ofBud, student teaching, Black History Month, meal cards,
Oxford vs FSC Debate, parties, Student ID's, Awards & Recognition Ceremony, "Alice in Won-
derland" , Senior pub night, course registration, pub stickers, Lamed hill, Berlin Wall, "We can
make you laugh ", Pedagogy Day, cold classrooms, budget cuts, parking stickers, friends.
18 Student Life
loto @ left-
top the press!
Student Life 19
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photo above-
The Pepsi-Cola BMX
Team performed
amazing feats in front
of Crocker Hall.
There's No Place
Like Sandbox!
20 Student Life
photo @ left-
This scarecrow was hired to keep the students from trampling
on the flowers.
Student Life 21
Surrender
F. S. C.
SUAB's Fall Sandbox
took you on a trip to the
Emerald City to meet the
Wizard ofOz! On September
21 the College Center went
for a spin in a twister and
landed on the Wicked Witch
ofthe East and visitors could
see her striped legs and ruby
slippers. Even the entrance
to the building mysteriously
transformed into the yellow
brick road.
The street carnival held on State Street offered many
games and prizes for all those who visited. The wizard was there
to do magic right before your eyes!! And who could forget the
talented munchkins doing death defying stunts on their bikes.
Comedians, caricaturists, a crystal ball reader and newspaper headlines were also available for enter-
tainment. Friday came to a close with the performance of Campus Talent in the Upper Sandbox. Sat-
urday Night's feature was a scavenger hunt for the Witch's Broomstick. This September there truly was
NO PLACE LIKE SANDBOX.
22 Student Life
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Everybody loves Sandbox!
photo at left-
"Different Heights", one of F. S. C.'s
campus bands, appeared in the line-
up during the Campus Talent
segment of the weekend.
Jim Morrison lives!, the Thursday
night before Sandbox XXVIII.
Judy Fargo says, "Wo! These guys are a couple of hams!
24 Student Life
Photo above: Here's to
reaching the top!
j Photo at left: Swimmers,
surfers, and twisters invade
the dance floor.
Photo below: All-Star
t
groupies belt out the tunes.
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Student Life 25
Entire College Community
Rallies Together
October brought about the
largest rally since the Vietnam
War. Spearheaded by Framing-
ham State, over 20,000 State
College and University students
rallied at the Boston State House,
demanding our rights to afford-
able education. Attracting major
media attention we communi-
cated to the entire state that we
did care about our futures, public
higher education is our right, no a
privilege.
26 Student Life
Leo urges voter registration.
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Scott Sambuchi contributes to the Oct 1 1th rally by informing fellow students about the fiscal problems and thi
cuts to public higher education
The large turn out shoots down accusations of student apathy.
28 Student Life
<\t the second rally, Sheila Consoli encourages students to
Dan together for the trip to the Statehouse.
Building towards
the Big Day
Students register to vote,
so they can help "make a
difference".
'*:*:« ;
Student Life 29
Concerned about the state financial crisis, Mike
Rossetti, Kim Sirois, Carl McNeil and Donna Walcovy
join the other estimated 15,000 students.
700 F. S. C. Students, Administrators,
& Faculty Rally the State Capital
30 Student Life
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Homecoming Ambassador nominees: Myrna Cassion, Denise Sullivan, Geno Martino, Ric Sansone, Beth Ann]
Corbin, Carrie Bach. The 1989-90 Ambassadors are Denise Sullivan and Geno Martinc
Homecoming
"PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ", October
12th thru October 15th marked another
weekend ofexciting traditional and new
activities.
Homecoming 89 kicked off Friday
afternoon with the decorating of the
Residence Halls. Peirce Hall won first
place, $100, with the theme "Puttin on
the Ritz". On Friday evening, the semi-
formal dance was held at Indian Mead-
ows where students danced to the music
and videos of the "Ultimate Video
Show." Included in the festivities was a
Limo ride raffle. Saturday began with
a new attraction of a pre-game
barbeque held in the tennis
courts. The Rams tried butBr-
idgewater got the best of our
Football players with the game
score of 42-20. Saturday eve-
nings feature was the Comedy
Cabaret. Sunday the weekend
closed with Senior Investiture.
32 Student Life
Homecoming Semi-formal,
"Putting on the Ritz",
...dancing the night away
with wide screen videos.
I finally got him to dress up for an event!
photo @ left-
Senior Investiture Keynote Speaker Dr. Ron Trail, Dean
of Students at Canberra College in Australia.
Student Life 33
Gordie Milne,
Typical Pub Night it's not
Thursday, October 12th, Gordie Milne, inspired
smiles, drinking, sing-a-longs, and of course
dancing.
34 Student Life
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don't know what I'm singing but boy is this neat! Yum Yum, anything for money.
Student Life 35
Campus Celebrates
Halloween
Holy beer goggles Batman"
36 Student Life
"Hey look, if it isn't Judge Harry Stone"
Who could pass up a beer with legs like those?
Student Life 37
Hilltop
Players
Presents:
The new dining room is measured by actor Stev
Farias, while the owner, actor Norman Laviolett
looks on.
The renovation plans are approved.
38 Student Life
Equipped with toy soldiers and knife, Steve Farias entertains the crowd on
ie side during a scene change.
"The Dining Room"
On November 16-18, 1989 the
cast, under the direction of David M.
Maslow, drew the crowds in and kept
them laughing in their seats the entire
length of the production.
With the stage set in an uncon-
ventional location, in the middle of the
Forum, the audience was able to view
different angles of the performance.
This humorous theatrical selec-
tion was a tremendous success for the
club's traditional fall drama. The play
featured a team of actors who adeptly
met the challenge ofhaving to play sev-
eral different character roles. The pro-
duction was broken up into segments
allowing the piece to span various times
as seen through changing dining rooms
in WASP New England. A.R. Gurneys
play encompasses the old, the young,
and the dying social stigma of Dinner
Parties.
The stu-
dent actors
worked exten-
sively to present
a well-crafted
show that
ranged from the
comic to the
tragic.
The Cast
members were:
Karen Blake,
Robert Bleak-
ney, Candace
Daneau, Kristen
L. Daly, Stephen
Farias, Norman
H. Laviolette,
Nicole Marotta,
Bart Orban
,
| ErikaPitt.
1—
Surprise !
Student Life 39
Pub Rats Relax to the
Oldies with Flashback
40 Student Life
Maybe Michael needs a few more study break:
November 9th, the band Flashback
had everyone dancing during the
SGA Pub Night.
Are they really good friends or just holding each other up'
Student Life 41
42 Student Life
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/like & Mike enjoying the performance Kim does her own version of The Wave.
Student Life 43
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Culture in Effect
Sponsors Lip Sync
Contest
44 Student Life
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Lip Sync judges Fr. John,
Eileen Foley, Jesse
Harmon, and Brian
Salvaggio.
photo @ left --
"One of these
things is not like
the other ...
Student Life 45
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Winter Cotillion
Student Life 47
Is there a Chiropractor in the house?
tCaribbean Night Fund Raiser
Thanks to Father John Culloty and a handful of
dedicated students at FSC, the annual trip to Haiti is fast
becoming a campus tradition. Every year more students
partake in the week long excursion to the third world
country. In anticipation of the 1990 trip, a "Caribbean
Night" dance took place in the Snack bar and pub February
16th. The sold out fund-raiser featured a tropical atmos-
phere, plenty of dancing, and most importantly a Limbo
contest. Proceeds from the dance totaled over $1,200.
Student Life 49
Shirley Chisholm spoke about "Humanism for Blacks and White:
The Tradition Continues
In celebration of Black
History Month in February, both
students and the rest of the col-
lege community were treated to a
host of cultural and social activi-
ties. For the first time, the plan-
ning committee organized a
panel discussion entitled "RAPin'
in the 90's": Racial Attitudes Pro-
gressing the group, consisting of
students, faculty, and staff, ex-
plored their feelings and atti-
tudes regarding racial issues. It
was suggested by many people
present, that these panel discus-
sions be replicated throughout
the year to explore these feelings
further. Other educational ac-
tivities included Shirley
Chisholm's speech on "Humanism for Blacks and Whites", and the works ofLiberian photographer Ms
Belcher featured in the Mazmanian Gallery. For entertainment during the month, Culture in Effe<
sponsored a dance in the snack bar with D.J. Jomo King, Kristine Key and her Quartet performed at tr
annual Jazz Dinner, and the "Women of the Calabash" entertained a crowd in Dwight Hall with the
African musical. The month of events came to an end with Calypso Hurricane's Reggae dance o
February 22.
50 Student Life
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jive & Dime Comedy Night,
satured Comedian Stevie O.
Celebrating
Black History Month
Frank Larmond contemplates points of Shirley Chisolms speech.
Women of the Calabash
Student Life 51
Calypso Hurricane entertains February 22nd.
Proceeds from the sold out event were
donated to the United Negro College Fund.
52 Student Life
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Reggae Party
Storms The Ram's Den
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Student Life 53
We Put Ourselves
On the Line ...
and Alumni
Came Through!
We take Visa, Mastercard,
and unbroken piggy banks.
Lucky Hat
54 Student Life
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Head, shoulders, knees and toes.
r. Paul Weller, Kecia French, and Martha Dewar.
Student Life 55
Phon-a-thon
*90
The first Annual Giving
Phonathon was a success! Duringthe 12
nights of calling, 100 students, faculty,
staff and alumni volunteers made calls
resulting in 626 pledges, 524 of which
were from alumni who had never given
to the annual fund before. The
phonathon ended with a total of$ 14,530
raised!
The purpose of the Phonathon
was to raise funds to be used for aca-
demic programs, books for the library,
equipment in labs, recreational facili-
ties and equipment and scholarships.
Seven students co-chaired the
fund-raising efforts: Heather Barrett,
Sheila Consoli, Liz Lang, Cathy
Mantegani, Geno Martino, Dave
Miscia, and Jim Reed.
The Phonathon was
wrapped up with a Victory Pizza
Party where various prizes were
awarded to some of the partici-
pants. An award was given to the
group of callers that volunteered
the night $1,900 was raised, the
highest amount of the
phonathon. An award was also
given to those present on the
night that 52% of alumni agreed
to pledge.
He put me on hold
i s mii—m
Melanie and Kecia consult over a big pledg
56 Student Life
Student Co-Chairs Heather Barrett, Jim Reed, and Liz Lange
'm sure you're a very nice man, but Cathy feels that anyone wearing two hats deserves a break.
ill I want is a contribution.
Student Life 57
Winter
Carnival
And we have contact
as Matt and Judy
look on while the
Towers R.D. gets his
•
1'
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Team work is
displayed at the
j Horace Mann
Button Booth.
One of Bill's many natural talents.
r^k* Two tickets for nachos and a hug?
Student Life 59
A friendly Barbados native
Smiling to
conceal
sunburn pain.
60 Student Life
SnSi!
"ourists ? - How can you tell ?
Student Life 61
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Iwanski hosted the fifth annual
Ram Aid Lip Sync contest on
March 29th. Fourteen student
groups performed that evening to
a sold out crowd in Dwight Audi-
torium. Spectators commented
that this year's groups were the
best in history. First place was
taken by We Degenerate Juve-
nile Minds with the song "Stig-
mata". Their performance con-
sisted ofdressing in black with punk hair styles while
dancing under a strobe light. With the setting of a
classroom in the 1950's and the subject matter of
Health education, Second Place went to The Sweet
Tarts singing "Reproduction". Alpha Delta Ziegle
Larned 5 received Third Place for the performance of
"Love Shack".
Student Life 63
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First Place winners We Degenerate Juvenile Minds , members of WDJM radio 91 .3Ff
Second Place winners
The Sweet Tarts , singing |
Reproduction. Cheryl
Hazel, Janice Pierce, Liz
Saint Amad, Kelli Prior,
Krissi Towner, Stephanie
Freitas, Aimee Berthiaume.
64 Student Life
le Judges panel: Dr. Weller, Jeff Desjarlias, Kecia French, Teh Turmel, Dave Varela, Becky Taylor, Jack Horhgan.
Rubber ducky you're the one...
The Ernies . Ruth Pearlman, Beth
Corbin, Judy Fargo, Mike Rosemond.
Student Life 65
Alice in
Wonderland
Instead of producing a time-honored work this Spring, til
Hilltop Players challenged themselves with an original interpret
tion ofa fairy tale. "Alice in Wonderland" was probably the first Hillto
production in years to be conceived and presented by students. Co-Directors Rik Sansone and Gn|
Rotatori decided to veer away from the traditional fairy tale and instead offer their impression of a mo:
adult orientated "Alice in Wonderland". The vast numbers of students that dedicated their time to set
lights, costumes, and perform-
ance showed that there is a strong
campus interest in Theatre.
The Mad Hatter offers The March Hare another cup of tea.
66 Student Life
o-Director Greg Rotatori and Technical Director Andy Aldous go over last minute questions.
4
The cast for this Spring production was: Kelle
I Griffin-Alice, Melissa Armitage-Queen of Hearts,
I Maurice Flynn-Mad Hatter, Jean Regan-March
Hare, Karen Burke-Duchess & Card, Lori Dawson-
Dormouse, Scott Katinger-CaterpiWar & Humpty Dumpty, Dinh Tran-King of Hearts,
Marie Simone-Voice of Chesire Cat, Ross Jardme-Tweedledee/Tweedledum & Execu-
tioner, Priscilla Schroeder-Mouse & 2 ofSpades, Carmel Roach-Red Queen & 2 ofSpades,
Katey DeWoZ/*-Gryphon & Frog Footman, Regina Kleiner-White Queen, Kathleen Daley-
Knave of Hearts & Fish Footman, Sara Watson-Cook & 5 of Spades, Rik Sansone-Mock
Turtle, Julie Jacques-White Rabbit.
Student Life 67
Oxford
Debate
For the proposition are Craig McCurly, Karen Golden, & Nick She;
Stephanie Young, pressing her poir
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Against the proposition are Marianne O'Brien, Nick Edgar,
Lynn Valcourt. Is Television the
Curse of the 20th
Century?
The issue "Television is the Curse of the
20th Century" was disproved at the annual Ox-
ford Union Debate, April 18th. The team defend-
ing the proposition was Karen Golden and Greg
Rotatori of FSC and Craig McCurly and Nick
Shear of Oxford Union. The winning side oppos-
ing the proposition included Marianne O'Brien
and Lynn Valcourt of FSC and Nick Edgar and
Stephanie Young of Oxford Union.
Arguments for the
proposition entailed points
such as the decline in read-
ing and performing arts as a
result of T.V., television dis-
torts realities of racism and
sexism, and the problem of
unsupervised children's'
viewing. Debate against the
proposition counter pointed
that television is the epitome
of the democratic process,
\J^ and that T.V. could be cred-
^^ ited with assisting in the
breakdown of the Eastern
Bloc. It was also argued that
television doesn't breed ills,
it reflects them. The issue
was put to an audience voice
vote, which resulted in the
nays having the victory opin-
Moderator Dan Dowd- nice hat Dan!
Student Life 69
Battle of
the Bands
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Johnny on the Pot and the Porta-Johns
MC Bobby Kroha
photo @ right: Low Profile
70 Student Life
Top photo: Razor's Edge
Middle photo: Cosmic Box
Photo below: The Shades
Student Life 71
372 Student Life
The Competition
Continues
i
i
mm*
Bottle of Compus Tolent
A three weekend long event, Battle
of the Bands, was sponsored by The
President's Council. The goal of the
event was to entice students to stay on
campus for the weekend instead of fol-
lowing in the tradition of our "suitcase
college". This campus wide competition
for the best band began on Friday,
March 30 with five bands performing
and then Friday April 6 when four
bands played. Two winners from each
evening "Battled" it out on Saturday
April 21. Saturday's line-up was Cos-
mic Box, The Nones, Watership Down
and I4NI. The final winner from this
extended event was Watership Down.
Watership Down's prize was to play a
Thursday Pub night.
Student Life 73
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Sandbox
29
F. S. C.
turned into a
huge cellblock
for Spring
Sandbox by the
hard working
teamofSUAB.
Norman
Bigelow, es-
cape artist at
large, was available to perform terrifyingly
dangerous stunts involving knives, hand-
cuffs, ropes and even a gas chamber!
Traditional Sandbox Carnival activities
by SUAB and a variety other groups offered
guessing games, video buttons and old fash-
ion pictures. But, who could forget that won-
derful event sponsored by the Class of s 92, The
Dunking Booth. It was a cold and chilly day,
but those devoted, and somewhat crazy, indi-
viduals, such as Fr. John, Ron Patterson,
Kelly Krebs, Teri Turmel, and, of course,
Dennis Tarr, dared to be dunked in the freez-
ing, cold water! Volunteers,
just remember, it was all for a mhm
good cause. Earthday was part 1
of Sandbox weekend as well.
Awareness regarding our envi-
ronment was provided by
FSCPirg. Activities included
live music, speakers, and
Earthday ^90 T-shirts.
Reggae music filled the air
that evening, with the search-
lights on, featuring the Boston area group Bim Skala
Bim. Saturday afternoon, the final competition ofthe
Battle of the Bands was held. Students participated
in the hysterical game show, Blizzard of Bucks that
evening. Geno Martino was the big winner, grasping
over $200. Sunday, the weekend culminated with the
Psychedelic Furs &0 Positive in concert.
Bim Skala Bim.
photo @ right-
Final Battle of
the Bands
intermission
entertainment:
Angry Tuxedos
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Psychedelic Furs Lead
Singer. Dwight Auditorium
rocked down with bright
lights, smoke and of
course rock and roll.
Student Lfe 75
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Cell Block Major Attractions
SB
Student Life 77
Break Out of
the Ordinary
Watership Down, winners of the first annual Battle of the Bands.
it
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Class,
cans, DI.
nomics/B
FSC Pirg
Senate, Gays aWtffrTend,
Hilltop Players, History, H<
International Club, Kappa
dent, Treasurer, Secretawf^/mM^uirf Lampoon, Student Activities Ac
count, Class and Club AccoM mathematics Club, Music, Onyx, Outing Club, |
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Philosophy, Photography, Politics, budgets, Psychology,
Rugby, Student Government Association-"SGA" , Ski Club, SNEA, Spanish Club,
Student Union Activities Board-"SUAB", WDJM Radio Station.
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Adults Re-
turning to College,
Active Sociologists, Art
Activists, Bacchus, Beta-
Beta-Beta, Christian Fellowship,
ophomore
Republi-
'ffect, Eco-
Society,
meetings,
hical Association, Hillel,
omics Club, payment vouchers,
^Life Science, President, Vice presi-
ua * «
Class of 1990
Front row: Karen Macarthy-Co-advisor,
Kris Doherty, Marianne O'Brien,
Mary McLaughlin.
Back row: Stacy Iwanski, Beth Corbin,
Nancy Labelle, Amy Peacock,
Cathy Mantegani, Beth Jacavanco,
Ron Patterson-Co-advisor.
Class of 1991
Kelly Gillis, Janet Gillis,
Pauline Wallace,
Terese Turmel-Advisor,
Kathleen O'Brien.
I
Class of 1992
Front row: Lisa Disley, Joe Lee,
Heidi Bergman, Kathy Skehill.
Back row: Kelli Dottridge,
Joleen Nevers, Kelly Krebs-Advisor.
Class of
1993
Front row: Marianne D'Amico,
Eddie Galente.
Back row: Christine Flamand,
Lori Costa, Becki Clairmont.
N'ih
.
90 Clubs and Organizations
The Gatepost
Newspaper
rant row: Lauren Morelli, Bill O'Hare, Mike
anoski, Joe Lee, Rob Vandenabelle.
liddle row: Geoff Richelew, Kim Sirois, Kelly
hoemaker, Scott Frank, Ken Brooks.
ack row: Jim Leon, Kim Longto, Lisa Repasky,
arianne D'Amico, Beckie Clairmont,
irstie Mock, Sue Westcott, Gloria Haigan.
Above: Carry and Kim take notes during the first
of many campus rallies.
Far left: Scott Frank working hard at the Mac.
Middle: Kelly are you finishing a deadline or
doing academics?
Left: Lisa looks thrilled to be surrounded by her
work.
Clubs and Organizations 91
Christian
Fellowship
Mary Mullen, Sue Sayle,
Mark Buller,
Marsha Philbrick, Tim Paste
Mark Ferrin-Advisor.
Economics/
Business Club
Front row: Jim Parker, Jennifer
Wallace, Marie McKinney, Denise
Sullivan.
Back row: Scott Chiasson, Todd
Colpitts, Glenn Richard, Steve Major
Stephen Beauregard.
College
Republicans
:
ront row: Charles L. Waitt, III,
Stephen McNeil, Lee Bradley,
Josh Orlen.
Back row: Brendan Carroll,
William F. Nugent.
BACCHUS
Front row: Judy Carlton,
Robin Simonds,
Jeff Desjarlais-co-advisor,
Laurie Hebert.
ack row: Elaine Pope-co-advisor,
Kathy Davis, Colleen Edwards,
Kimberly Souders, Sharon Hill,
Jenna Souders, Joe Lee,
eff Accomando-Chairman of SGA
Substance Abuse Committe.

Hilltop Players
:
ront row: Ross Jardine, Prissila
jchroder, Marie Green, Candace Daneau,
Uidy Aldous.
diddle row: Melissa Artimage, Julie
acques, Kathleen Daley, Katey DeWolfe,
)inh Tran.
diddle row: Greg Rotatori, Maurice Flynn,
iarrnel Roach, Laurie Dawson,
*ic Sansone.
Sack row: Jean Regan, Kelly Griffin,
;aren Blake, Scott Katinger.
Clubs and Organzations 95
96 Clubs and Organizations
S. U. A. B
ront row: Stephanie Matson, Chris MacDonald,
;hris Wood, Linda Bowman, Melanie Clark, Liz
ang, Kathleen O'Brien.
/liddle row: Kelly Krebs-Co-advisor, Linda
/ledugno, Sheila Consoli, Vicki Camera, Judy
argo, Karen Macarthy-Co-advisor.
/liddle row: Melissa Patrick, Nicole Bessette, Lee,
ynn Boucher, Ginny Hall, Amy Orton,
itacy Iwanski.
lack row: Chris Siano, Brian Walsh.
Student Union Activities Board
Executive Board Members. .
.
Front row: Chris MacDonald,
Kelly Krebs-Co-advsior.
Middle Row: Judy Fargo,
Karen Macarthy-Co-advisor, Sheila Consoli,
Linda Medugno, Vicki Camara.
Back row: Stephanie Matson, Kathleen
O'Brien, Beth-Anne Corbin, Liz Lang, Dawn
Ranelli, Melanie Clark, Linda Bowman.
Clubs and Organizations 97
c>
Geography
Club
Front row: Art Zenos, Roger
Jermyn, Tom Murphy.
Back row: Tara Fogarty, Paige
Holland, Dr. Yaser Najjar-Advisor
Al Spittler.
5
FSCPIRG
Front row: Nicole Antwine,
Tom Bates, Sheryl Egan.
Middle row: Kim Springston
Jim Leon, Heidi Smith.
Back row: Maureen Doyle,
Andrea Coffey, Hilary
Mishoe.
M^rgnimcif
Lampoon
)an Ward, Tim Baker, Tim
Larkin's hat, Chris Austin.
^1
J%
nternational
Awareness
Peter M. White, Al Spittler,
Michael White-Advisor, Jennifer
Bertolami, Emad Hussein.
3ccbof
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Math Club
Dana Burnham, Denise Scholland,
Carmel Roach, Richard Tabor,
Richard Pescarino,
Dr. Lewis-Advisor. »
1 00 Clubs and Organizations
WDJM
ront row: Ross Jardine, Andy Aldous, Jim Kane,
rnie Benoit, Pricilla Schroeder.
/liddle row: Deirdre Davis, Danielle Loin, Kathy,
en Bertolami, Hanna Kennedy,
/liddle row: Karen Macarthy-Advisor, Rob Hendry,
'ami Messier, Ben Cunningham, Joe Hayes,
Serald Knight, Kevin Berghnd, Ric Sansone, Paul
/anderozi, Judy Kalloch, Karen Haverner.
iack Row: Larry Azrim, Dan Dowd, Liz Garrett,
iteve Farias, Marc Jameson, Marie Green.
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Onyx
Front row: Kathy
Davis, Marie
Scaturchio, Michelle
Hache, Raquel
Dadomo.
Back row: Muriel
Locklin, Deo Tomas,
Dave Savona,
Shawn Dufour,
Roger Jermyn, Joe
Murphy.
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President's
Council
Front Row: Beth Jacavanco,
Sheila Consoli, Kelly
Shoemaker, Marianne
O'Brien.
Back Row: Kecia French, Al
Spittler, Dan Dowd, Eddie
Galente, Dave Varela, Joe
Lee, Karen Macarthy.
Spanish
Club
Ramon Senices, Stephen
Senices, Nelson Miranda,
Heather Erickson.
Psychology
Club
Front row: Deborah
McMakin, Stacy Toabe,
Jennifer Burr, Kelly Salmon,
Tricia Stone.
Middle Row: Mary Rebecchi,
Joyce Daley, Cheryl Maz-
zone, Janet Gillis, Mary
Manning, Dr. Westerman-
advisor.
Back row: Dr. Perry-advisor,
Mary McCLoy, Maureen
Doyle, Lisa Reney, Kevin
Lind.
Bocks
Standing: Rich Roy, Mark Mahorr
Slavatore Mohdello, Matt Chimbois
Chris Macrina, Jeff Conner?
John Dukes, Cima Bo
Kneeling: Carlo Macchi, Gar
Powers, Kevin Duperre, Bob Krohc
Mike Moro, Steve Garzone
Doug Erb, Rich Pave
1 04 Clubs and Organizations
Rugby
'orwards -
itanding: Scott Chiasson, John
;onnolly, Kevin Quinn, Glenn Richards,
!evin Goyette, Chris Banville,
iteve Beauregard, Steve Parker,
ob Zaccard
neeling: Nate Howe, Brian Cutting,
lob Jones, Bill Forsyth, Pat Caggiano,
Laforest, Jim Reed, Steve Nault,
like Zaccard
fe'l'WiW&Wte
Student
Government
Associatioi
First row: Chief Celh
Advisor, Cindy O'Donne
Krisitn Doherty, David Varel
Karen Golden, Al Spittle
Second Row: Laurie Heber
Kelly Messina, Pam Decker
1 06 Clubs and Organizations
Ginny Hall, Stacey Iwanski, Cathy
^/lantegani, Amy Vedovelli, Sue
l/vescott, Michelle, Laffoley,
\mahd Huesun.
Back Row: Steve McNeil, Mathew
l.asorsa, Nelson Miranda, Jennifer
Itertolami, Mark Sheridan, Scott
jSambuchi, Dave MacPherson, Mike
jVood, Chris Pineault, Dawn Mayes,
"ricia Nee, Kevin Gosnell, Kathy
TIcAllister, Leo Mastrototoro.
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Season--
Football - Head
Coach: Tom Raeke;
Women's Soccer: - 2-13,
Head Coach: John George;
Men's Soccer - 1-13-1, Head Coach:
Les Seme; Field Hockey - 6-9, Head
Coach: Shelly Cummings; Cross Country -
Head Coach: Dr. Martin "Ned"kjCk Volleyball-
9-18, Head Coach: Cynthia Sow ^m^M Basketball -
12-14 , Head Coach: Kevin Van^^Wnmmen's Basketball
1-23, Head Coach: Al HarrBnUHockey - 5-19-1, Head
Coach: Tim Friday; Baseball - 1 8-1T^fam^oach: Sean O'Connor;
Softball - 11-18, Head Coach: Renee Savage. Offense and defense, win-
ningand losinggames, overall seasons, returning next season, Black& Gold,
teammates, uniforms, strategy, MASCAC, The Rams.
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Sports 111
Football
The Rams 1989 season
proved to themselves, and the
rest of the conference that Fram-
ingham State was a force to be
reckoned with. They opened up
with an impacting and motivat-
ing win over U-Mass Boston, and
went on to defeat Mass Maritime,
Fitchburg State and Westfield
State giving them an overall rec-
ord of 4-5.
Many questions were also
answered by the team's perform-
ance on the field. The once scoffed
at offensive line, under the lead-
ership of Kevin Gosnell and
Charlie Reid, turned into a finely
tuned impenetrable machine.
With the offensive line giving
quarterback Scott Raynes more
than enough time he was always
ready to execute scoring plays to
Wide receiver Dennis Tarr and
runningbacks Dan Connelly and
Frank Perfetuo.
On the other side of the
coin, the defense earned the title
of being the most feared in the
conference. With defensive backs
like John O'Brien, Chris McDer-
mott and Bob Connors a passed
ball quickly became an incom-
plete one. The defensive line was
impossible to control with Steve
Fernandes, Bob McCuin and Ed Herreira stopping any play within their grasp. This defensive onslaught
was topped offwith the considered to be, best linebacker in the conference, Doug Ragusa, who led the team
in every aspect of the game.
Next year, despite the loss of some key senior players, the Rams should have no trouble in
improving their record to a winning, and even championship season.
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This year the Rams were
acedwithafrustratingl-13-l,overall
ecord. Despite the determined and
key playing by all the players, the
team couldn't get the ball rolling in
the winning column.
With the adjusting of
positions and the losing of
needed players to injury, the
Ramsdidextremelywellagainst
manytop Division IIIteams.
Nextyearthe return-
ing and experienced under-
classmanholdtheteam'sfate
in their hands. The ambition that
was demonstrated on the field this
past season by the leaving seniors,
has been handed down, the Rams
are looking at a winning season.
Women's
Soccer
The 1989 Fall season ended with an overall
record of2- 13 . The LadyRams were co-captained
by Seniors Beth Minucci and Cathy Stevenson.
The top scorers were Barbara Johnson, Cathy
Stevenson and Kellie Dewar. Kellie was also
MASCAC all conference winner. With a young
but experienced team, the Rams are looking
foward to a better season next fall.
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Field
Hockey
Together, as a team, they accom-
plished much more than they set out to.
It was not all a winning season but still
an important building season.
The team took on 11 freshmen to a
group which had only played for one
whole season together, and once again,
had all new names, faces and skills to
get used to. Add to that a new head
coach, and yet another year with no
'real' practice field the season seems a
little precarious but the team pulled
through with a 6-9 record overall.
The season began with two wins,
both 4-0 shutouts against Wheelock and
Pine Manor. For a time
F.S.C. shared with it's
lady athletes a spark of
hope and revelled in the
undefeated status.
The competition got
tougher and the team
was bogged down by
marginal losses to Bab-
son, Westfield and, the
conference champs, Br-
idgewater. On the long
road to Maine, the team
faced their toughest chal-
lenges. However, facing
U. Southern Maine, they
let only 3 goals go to the
opposition and left with
the satisfaction of being
worthy adversaries. The
team always
kept faith in
themselves,
due to their
own strong
spirits and the
support of
their captains.
The team was
sad to lose two
seniors and
freshman
study abroad
student.
Goalie, and
sustaining
captain, Josee
Fridmann and defensive half-back, Maura Kennedy will bothj
graduate and Nynke Bruin will return to her native Holland.
The elegant athletes, adorned in kilts, have spunk to getl
them through as well as skill and strength to bring them ovM
on top. With two building seasons complete, the team lookdj
forward to being the nemesis in division three Field Hockejjj
next season.
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Women's
Basketball
The Lady Ram's were
stopped in their tracks from the
opening toss up. The loss of key
seniors the ladies found them-
selves in a rebuilding stage.
Despite the tremendous efforts
by veterans Cindy Cieslak and
Sue Dieterle the teams record
was played with injuries and
inexperience ending in an upset-
ting 1-14 overall season. Cieslak
led the team in points and re-
bounds with her talent and lead-
ership the team's captain slot
was filled perfectly. Close behind
Cieslak was sur-
prise new-comer
Kathy Savage.
Savage will be
looked upon in fu-
ture seasons to put
the Lady Ram's
back into the win-
ning column. Now
with an experi-
enced and healthy bench the
seasons ahead should prove that
F.S.C. is once again a strong
opponent.
122 Sports
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Ice Hockey
The Ice Hockey team
found themselves in a rebuilding
limbo as the 1990 season pro-
gressed. The Rams finished with
a 5-19-1 overall record despite
the efforts of conference leaders
David Mullahy, Brian
Guillemette, John Greaney and
Brooks Rice. Under the helm of
new-comer Coach Tim Friday,
the Rams found an abundance of
talent in their new rookie squad.
Although this once rookie and
now veteran talent may not have
been successful, this group of
dedicated men has potential for
next winters ice.
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Baseball
The Ram's finished off the
Baseball season with a winning
record of 18- 12. This year's team co-
captains were First Baseman Jim
Bartell and Pitcher Marc White.
Mike Szczawinski, Catcher for the
Rams, lead the league in home
runs. Next spring with the return-
ing of key players, an excellent
season is expected.
Sports 127
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Softball
The Women's Softball team
led by co-captains Mary Barrol
and Gina Colella ended the sea
son with an overall 11-18 record
The hot hitters ofthe season werf
Kathy Savage and Sharon
Kirsch. With the return ofexperi-
enced players, an excellent play-
ing season is in close reach fo|
next year's team.
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'Affairs, Ad-
missions, Af-
firmative Action,
'Alumni, Art, Athletics,
'Biology, Black and Gold Service
Committee, Business Office, Cam-
pus Ministry, Campus Police, Centerfor
Academic Support Ac^ivi^g^Chemistry,
Child Care Center, College^ & w
Hon Arts, Computer Scienc^fLMfauing Education,
Counseling Center, Crock r jm^Jfroigl'it Hall, Econom-
ics, Education, English, ExgcRgOtuite, Financial Aid, Food
Service, Geography, HealthMMffW,Hemingway Hall and Hem-
ingway Annex, History, Hm^mmWom ics , Library, Mailroom, Mathe-
matics, May Hall, Media CentevK^dern Language, Music, Vice President
of Student Services Wendy Noyes, Nursing, Philosophy, Physical Education,
Physics, Placement Office, Politics, Executive Office, Psychology, Registrar's Office,
Residence Life Office, Sociology, Student Activities, Student Services, Vice Presi-
dent Dr. Stephanie Sullivan, President Dr. Paul Weller, Whittemore Library.
Tom Grove, English Department
Joanne Treistman and Laurie Carr,
Child Care CenterMU
Dr. Grozier, History Department
Allissa Kischell is captured reviewing her
course status with Barrie Westerman.
Psychology Department,
134 Academics
Tim Larkin-Pub worker, Brian Burrill-College Center
Building Manager, and Teri Turmel-Pub Manager /Student
Activities Graduate Assistant
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Dr. Marilyn Abernathy, Dr. Pat Daly, Dr. Martha Fletcher, Home Economics Departme
136 Academics
>r. Henry Tischler, Sociology Department
Dr. Arthur Nolletti, English Department
r. Previte and Dr. LeBlanc, Biology Department
Academics 137
Liz Canella, Admissions Office
138 Academics
photo @ left
Donald MacRitchie,
Economics Deptartment Chairman
left photo above-
Dena Weinstein, Assistant Director,
Career Advisement & Placement
photo above-
Dr. Helen Heineman, English
Department Chairwoman
Academics 1 39
Fr. John Culloty, Campus Ministry
140 Academics
Gene Sullivan, Art Department Wendy Noyes, Vice President of Student Services
Academics 141
Dr. Ramsdell, Philosophy Department Chairman
Dr. Lenny Flynn, Psychology Department
142 Academics
fe
left- Betty Bone, Director of Career Advisement &
Placement
\ above- Carolyn Ghantos, Child Developement Lab
Academics 1 43
Helen Heineman, English Department Chairwomij
Michael Ryan and Art Professor John Anderso
144 Academics
Barbara Holland, Director of Affirmative Action
|. Robert Wallace,
lonomics Department
Academics 145
Larry Mosher, Director of Student Activities
Ron Patterson, Assistant Director of Operations
146 Academics
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148 Academics
Martha Meaney,
Economics Department
Academics 149
1 50 Academics
Academics 151
Home Economics department faculty members, Pat Plummer, Joan Broadcorens 8
Margaret Potter, lend a helpful ear at the first annual Alumni Phonathon
1 52 Academics
Dr. Beverly Weiss, Psychology Department
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of 1990,
'Career Ad-
visement &Place-
'ment, Senior Week:
'May 15-20, 1990, Gradu-
ation, Resumes, Career, Senior
Countdown, endless Help Wanted
sections, roommatesjMfftment search,
Graduate School
€, OBafwnd Cold Com-
mencement Exeiris<^A\j*^wt> Senior Pub
Night, May 20 , 139Q^BMpExecutive Board, Class
Officers: Mnriannm^fFJw-President, Kris Doherty:-
Vice-President, Mary l$M,aughlin-Secretary, Tom Shea-
Treasurer, Karen Macarthy and Ron Patterson - Class Advisors,
Alumni, 4-5-6 years of hard work finally paid off, Senior Week 1990:
Nick's Comedy Stop, Video Dance, Rehearsal, Commencement Ball, Red Sox
Game, Baccalaureate Ceremony, Senior Family Dinner Dance, Commencement.
Senior Countdown
February 15, 1990 marked
the evening ofthe traditional senior
class activity of "Senior Count-
down". The Cape Cod Traveling All-
Stars performed for a crowd of over
four hundred students. The pic-
tures show that fun was had by all.
Anyway, we were on a crowded bus and
he sat down next to me and asked if I
liked bear hugs ...
•
1
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90,89,88 ... 20,19,18 ...
Undergraduate Days Remaining
hoto @ left-
ley Lori-did Ray just wake up or is he always this grumpy?
Seniors 157
Contagious
Senior
Smiles
158 Seniors
Cape Cod Traveling All-
Stars entertained the
crowd of soon to be
graduates.
raiving good-bye to FSC a little early
Seniors 1 59
Senior Investiture
Senior Investiture
was held on Sunday October
15, 1989. Investiture marks
the first time the seniors
convene as a class wearing
caps and gowns. Families,
friends and faculty members
attended this old tradition to
contemplate words of wis-
dom from all areas of the
college community. Those in
attendance were fortunate to
hear from Dr. Richard Mi-
laszewski, President FSC
Professional Association, Dr.
Paul Weller, President, and
Class President Marianne
O'Brien. The Keynote Ad-
dress was delivered by Dr.
Ron Traill, Dean of Stu-
dents at Canberra Col-
lege ofAdvanced Educa-
tion, Canberra Austra-
lia.
Class of 1990 Officers: Tom Shea: Treasurer, Mary McLaughlin: Secretary
Kris Doherty: Vice President, Marianne O'Brien: Presiden
1 60 Seniors
photo above --
Keynote speaker Dean
Ron Traill.
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Nicks Comedy Stop
The first Senior Week
activity, Nick's Comedy Stop,
was attended by over two
hundred future grads and their
friends. The night began up-
stairs where outrageous come-
dians performed for a full
house. When the comedy
ended, more good times were
just beginning downstairs
with late night dancing. The
seniors, and even a few of the
comedians, had a great time on
the dance floor. Drinking, dirty
dancing, and being merry
proved to be the themes of the
evening.
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Video Dance
Wednesday evening earmarked the on campus
event. The Snackbar and Pub were both jam packed
with excited seniors and audiovisual equipment. The
snackbar area was set up with two thirty foot wide video
screens and a full liquor bar. Video cameramen made
rounds in the Pub taping the various happenings.
Between music videos the screen filled up with videos of
the fun. The party broke up unusually early because the
seniors were expected to attend Graduation Rehearsal
early on Thursday morning.
164 Seniors
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Commencement
Ball
The Ball was held Thursday night at the
Marlborough Holiday Inn. Students and some faculty
members arrived dressed to the nines and prepared to
have a fabulous time. After a delicious dinner all were
ready to dance the night away. Everyone had a ball.
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Karen & Cathy, you can't wait for
a ball to come your way all night
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Red Sox Game May 18th
J 68 Seniors
Red Sox Game
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Oh, The Places You'll Go
The traditional Baccalau-
reate Ceremony, held on gradu-
ation eve, was a last chance for
the Class of 1990 to say good-bye
to each other and to thank the
people who supported them
through their years at F.S.C..
After processing in with lit
candles, the gowned participants
listened to the Class of 1990
Executive Board's farewell
speeches, and readings by Elisa-
beth Hogan and Larry Mosher.
The Places You'll Go by Dr. Seuss
was the focus of Wendy Noyes'
Keynote address. Karen
Macarthy provided the Class
Reflection reading "Footprints"
and Ruth Pearlman read he
poem "Photo Albums". Hardly
dry eye in the audience was le
after each of these special refta
tions. As the ceremonial ros<
were given out to family an
friends, by the class members
classmate Cindy O'Donnell san
"Wind Beneath My Wings".
170 Seniors
brought the Kleenex?
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Good luck, ladies.
Baccalaureate
Seniors J7J
Commencement
Exercises
On Sunday, May 20, 1990, the Class
of 1990 gathered on Framingham Green to
receive their Diplomas. The Commence-
ment Address was delivered by Mr. David
Nyhan, Associate Editor, The Boston
Globe. Honorary Degrees were conferred
on Mr. Nyhan, Dr. Amar Bose and Dr.
Elmer Salenius. Marianne O'Brien, Class
President, also spoke. The cold and wet
weather did not keep back family, friends,
faculty and administrators from this im-
portant occasion.
David Nyhan provided the 1990 Commencement Address
172 Seniors
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FSC Board of
Trustee's bow
their heads
during Rev.
Ferrin's
Benediction.
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Good luck at Merrimack College, Tor
Yeah Mike, she does have a big mouth, doesn't she
174 Seniors
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photo @ far left --
Dr. Amar Gopal Bose,
Honorary Degree recipient.
Class President Marianne
O'Brien.
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Alison Faith Abrams
English
Jill M. Adams
English
Diane L. Allard
Business Administration
Dian Altison
Fashion Merchandising
Cynthia J. Amorim
Consumer & Family
Studies
Sharon G. W.
Ampagoomian
Elizabeth Andrade
Psychology
Michael Ankener
Psychology
Sarah Anketel
Early Childhood
Education
Maryrose Ansupo
Art
Lisa Antonelli
Consumer & Family
Studies
Eric C. Araujo
Clothing & Textiles
Daniel M. Arseneau
Elementary Education
Robert R. Auffrey
Media Communications
Melissa Aumais
English
Carmela M. Bach
Media Communications
Catherine E. Bacon
English
Mark E. Baer Timothy J. Baker Laurel Balfe
Sociology English Consumer & Family
Studies
1 78 Portraits
Fernanda Barreira Mary A. Barros
Psychology Psychology
Debroah A. Barry
Psychology
Amy Bathurst
Consumer & Family
Studies
Stephen Francis
Beauregard
Business Administration
Paula D. Bendel Cynthia J. Benedict
Early Childhood Computer Science
Education
Lisa Beninati Melissa J. Bern
Sociology Business Administration
Lynn A. Besse
Art
Gillian Bethel
Psychology
Debra L. Bochynski Paul Boisvert
Art and Psychology Media Communications
Stephen A.
Boksanski
Politics
Myra Borbone
Art
Michelle Louise
Boucher
Food & Nutrition
Lisa Anne Bousquet Dale M. Bowlin
Psychology Economics
Brenda Ellen Dana M. Braconnier
Brackett English
Elementary Education
Portraits 1 79
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Robin M. Brady
Economics
Phillip Brangiforte
Sociology
Diane Brooks
Clothing & Textiles
Kenneth Brooks
English
Karyn D. Brophy
Fashion Merchandising
Jennifer Burr
Psychology
Brian C. Burrill
Geography
Ann Callinan
Elementary Education
Timothy J. Campion
Politics
Kerry A. Cannon
English
Judy Carlton
Psychology
Karin J. Carpenter
Art
Scot Carr Brendan Carroll
English Business Administration
Helen M. Caterina
Art
Rico Cava Lin Cavanaugh
Medical Technology Biology
Vicki Cecchinelli Sheila Chamberlin Glen P. Chapman
Clothing & Textiles Business Administration Economics
Kari Chesak Sondra Chetwynde
Sociology Psychology
Joe Chiavarini Mark W. Chignola Cindy Cieslak Susan M. Clancy Judith E. Clark
Economics Psychology Elementary Education Art Elementary Education
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Sheila E. Consoli Beth-Anne Corbin Scott A. Cordio Ray Correllus
Psychology Economics History Sociology
Andrea Corsi
Clothing & Textiles
Amy Jill Cort
Psychology
Diane Coughlin
Early Childhood
Education
John P. Coughlin
Politics
Barbara Hayes
Cowen
Liberal Studies
Lisa Marie Croke
Elementary Education
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Laura Anne Crowell Kathleen E. Crowley Meredith Cunniff Ann Marie Danahy Daniel A. Dargon
Art Sociology Clothing & Textiles Psychology Geography
Laura-Ellen Davison James D. Dewar Carla Didonato Michelle A. Dikmak David Alan Dionne
Sociology Business Administration Early Childhood Business Administration Business Administration
Education
Tania M. Doeirao Kristen Doherty Mary C. Doherty
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Elementary Education Elementary Education
| Sarah Jane Doherty
Psychology
Dale Donahue
Psychology
Marianne Dougan
Consumer & Family
Studies
Daniel Dowd
Liberal Studies
Stacie A. Duggan Jennifer Dunleavy Kristin Dyan
Psychology Business Administration Psychology
Joseph Paul Edick
Media Communications
Suzanne Floyd J. Michael Ford
Media Communications Economics
William Forsyth
History
Josee R. Fridmann
Early Childhood
Education
Lisa Froburg
English
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Jeanne M. Galvin Luke Evan Galvin
Elementary Education Politics
Jacqueline Robert L. Gardiner Jill F. Gaudette
Garabedian Business Administration Elementary Education
Lisa M. Giumetti Bonnie Jean Glass Michelle Goranson
Clothing & Textiles Clothing & Textiles
Kevin Gosnell Wendy Gottsman
Economics Psychology
Jennifer L. Gray John M. Greaney
Psychology Sociology
Patricia J. Green
Biology
Laura Grierson
Psychology
Amy Griffith
Psychology
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Martine M. Grogan Karen L. Gustafson
Business Administration Elementary Education
Debra Hallinan Robert Halvorsen Sandra J. Hapenney Vicki Harl Kevin Hart
Psychology History Consumer & Family Elementary Education Art and Media
Studies
Jody Harting Sherri Lynn Hassan
Sociology English
Paul S. Haughey Jonathan L. Hawes Karen L. Haywood
History Business Administration Food & Nutrition
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Laurie Ann Hebert Phyllis Henderson Janine Anne Herron Jennifer J. Holland Paige Holland
Bio Medical Science Business Administration Business Administration Art Geography
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Wendy R. Holman
Business Administration
Kristen Holmes
Media Communications
Thomas Houle
Food & Nutrition
Susan Hreczuck
English
Pao-E Hu
Economics
Stacey A. Iwanski Beth A. Jacavanco Craig Jacobson
Clothing & Textiles Food & Nutrition Biology and Economics
Linda J. Jeffrey
Home Economics
Diane Jennings
Economics
Nancy Jerauld
Psychology
Roger Jermyn
Geography
Christine Johnson
French
Stephanie Johnson Kathleen A. Jordan Christine A. Joy
Clothing & Textiles Early Childhood Economics
Education
Alanna Juliano Kathleen Keehan
Business Administration Economics
Marilyn Kiel
Food & Nutrition
Kimberly Anne
Kiely
Lauren Kiggins
Clothing & Textiles
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Kelly Kilgarriff
Consumer & Family
Studies
Karen M. Kilroy
Economics and
Computer Science
Robert J. Langone Kristin Larkin
Psychology English
Karen Renee King Lisa Kirchgessner
Clothing & Textiles Media Communications
Kathy Kocot
Food & Nutrition
Stefan L. Kosof Jeanine Kowalski
Business Administration French
Joseph Kozikis
History
Kenneth A. Kwiat Michelle Mary
Business Administration Laflame
Fashion Merchandising
Sharon M. Lane
Psychology
Kirsten Grace Kristen E. Lawrence Nancy Lebel
Larsen Psychology Food& Nutrition
Clothing & Textiles
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John P. MacDonald Carl T. MacNeal
Art Media Communications
David T.
MacPherson
Biology
Christine M.
Madigan
Elementary Education
Cheryl Kay Maesto
JSYCHOLOGY
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Lori Magrath
Early Childhood
Education
Cathy Mantegani
Early Childhood
Education
Peter A. Manzo Karen Markey Joy Melissa Martin
Psychology Food & Nutrition Politics
Matthew G. Martin Maria T. Martinez Jill Marie Masho Dana M. Mastovsky Paula Mastropieri
Psychology Food & Nutrition Elementary Educaiton Economics Psychology
Judith Mayotte Kathleen Deborah McArdle
Biology McAllister Early Childhood
Politics Education
Sandra Lucia
McCabe
Psychology
Verrill Lisa McCall Vincent McCarthy
Communication Arts Sociology
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Theresa McConkey Robert C. McCuin Leigh D. McDevitt Judith A. McGrail Christine McGuire
Clothing & Textiles Sociology Sociology Clothing & Textiles Sociology
Mary McKean Mary McLaughli
Economics Psychology
Deborah McNeil Meredith P. McNeil Kelly McPherson
Consumer & Family Clothing & Textiles Clothing & Textiles
Studies
Michael Meehan Hillary Meiggs Kelly A. Messina
Business Administration Clothing & Textiles Elementary Education
Jill Marie Metters
Art
Anna Michienzi
Psychology
Elizabeth L.
Minnucci
Psychology
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Marianne E. O'Brien Timothy O'Connell
Politics and History Sociology
Michael O'Connor
Sociology
Bethany Diana
Oldfield
Elementary Education
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Daniel P. O'Neil, Jr. Bartlett S. Orban
Business Administration English
Dianne Ouellette
English
Denise L. Ouimette
Psychology
Nancy L. Page
Sociology
Mark R. Palmer Stephen Parker Laura Pasquariello Diane C. Pawelski Amy Peacock
Computer Science Business Administration Consumer & Family Elementary Education Food & Nutrition
Studies
Mary Pellegrino Francis J. Perfetuo David Perry Richard Pescarino Lynne Anne Petri
Art Economics Sociology Math Clothing & Textiles
Virginia Marie
Petronio
Clothing & Textiles
Lori Pignone Sherri M. Pignone
Food & Nutrition Psychology
Robert Andrew
Preece
Geography
Patricia V. Quirk
Psychology
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Suzanne Raimondi
Psychology
Dawn M. Ranelli
Biology
Stacey Ratcliffe Christina M. Razza Jacqueline Reddan
Elementary Education English Business Administration
Charles D. Reid, Jr.
Elementary Education
Debra Remillard Patricia Reslewic
Nursing Clothing & Textiles
Pamela Ritchie
Elementary Education
Julie Riccio
Early Childhood
Education
Denise Rice
Consumer & Family
Studies
Pamela Rivers
Psychology
Debra Robershotte
Sociology
Kristin Robertson
Business Administration
Daniel Rochon
History
Jeffrey P. Rodrigues Donna Rogers Jennifer Ann John Rose Lisa Rosen
Business Administration Early Childhood
Education and
Psychology
Rogers
Psychology
Art Elementary Education
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Mitchell Rosenblatt Michael Rossetti Neal Rousseau
History Media Communications Art
Jennifer Rowe
Clothing & Textiles
Michelle Ryan
Economics
Sally-Ann Sanford Linda Sansevero Julianne E. Saunders
Biology English Art
X
David Savona
English
Maria Scaturchio Charles Scott
Psychology Business Administration
Christopher Siano Mary Silver Robin M. Simonds Kimberlee A. Sirois Lauren Slauter
Computer Science Biology Clothing & Textiles Media Communications Clothing & Textiles
Veronica Femia
Sloane
Cara Smith Edward Smith
Business Administration Biology
Karen E. Smith
Media Communications
Jacquelyn
Snodgrass
Early Childhood
Education
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Ann M. Snow
History
Dwayne D. Sparks Corinne Spezeski
Economics English
Kimberly
Springston
English
Anne Staal
Psychology
Camille Stellato
Consumer & Family
Studies
Lauri Stengel
Early Childhood
Education
Lisa Stern
Psychology
Patricia L. Stone
Psychology
Mark J. Sullivan
Economics
Peter Sullivan
Sociology and Economics \
Jennifer Summers Janet Swart Kristine Kinna Katherine A. Diane Tamagno
Elementary Education Elementary Education Sweeney Szydlik Early Childhood
Psychology Sociology Education
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Donna Tamagno
Psychology
Teresa Tobin
Psychology
Lisa Tanger
Early Childhood
Education
Michele Tansino
Clothing & Textiles
Joseph S. Tehan David G. Tibbetts
Psychology Psychology
Philip A. Treem
Psychology
Mary E. Tremble
Art
Stephen Tufts
Economics
Theresa A. Turner
Politics
Christine Urquhart
Early Childhood
Carlyn R. Vale Nancy Varnum
Early Childhood Business Administration
Education
Marietta Vasiliadis Rehan Wahid Michael D. Walden
Psychology Business Administration Elementary Education
Danny Ward
English
Lisa Webb
Biology
Marc J. White
Politics
Wendy C.
Whitestone
Sociology
Steven J. Wildfeuer
Media Communications
Lauren D. Wiles Graham A. Wilson Cathi Wolfe Christine Wood Heidi Woodmansee
Early Childhood Media Communications Psychology Clothing & Textiles Consumer & Family
Education Studies
Mark Zielinski Linda M. Zilembo Shelly Zimbro
Politics Clothing & Textiles Elementary Education
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Bachelor of Arts
Jennifer Balest
Daniel Patrick Doyle
Janet Ann Dupuis
Paul George Durant
Mark G. Filippone
Mary Margaret Galli
Clara Grace Golenko
Lynne Ann Harlow
Robin Elizabeth Hymers
Charles Francis Kelley
Deborah Joy Laws
Margaret Marsh
Susan McLean
Gianna Marie Alexandra
Melone
Sheila Marie Noah
Anthony John Russo
Michael Francis Ryan
Diane Stearns
Dieter Stenger
Linda M. Whalen
Harry T. Whitin TV
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Joel Anthony Abu
Sheila Nagle Bonney
Kevin Paul Burden
Karen M. Carletti
Catherine Comiskey
Thomas Connelly
John Ronald Corrao
Richard Donald Flynn
Thomas Paul Hanson
Jonathan Lincoln Hawes
Joseph Gregory Hughes
Edwin Humbarger
Diane Marie Jennings
Micheal S. Keats
Lawrence Leyden, Jr.
Helen Theresa Mahon
Bryan Keith Preston
Sheryl L. Scipione
Shawn Patrick Smith
Paul Valentino
Carol Blanchard
Ellen Mary Cavanagh
Christopher Curran
Jeffrey J. DePaolo
Robyn Nancy Godart
Kathleen Rose Hazel
Matthew J. Joslin
James Patrick Joyce
Candace Ladas
Christopher Maher
Carey Dianne Rush
Dawn M. Russo
Linda F. Sansevero
Karen Anne Senecal
Christopher Tormey
Carol J. Hanson
Daniel Martin
Carl Peter Arsenault
Steven Joseph Corvi
Linda R. Lord
Susanne H. McGinnis
Keith E. McMahon
David N. Sandberg
Margaret Steeves-
Mancini
Rita Sud
Regina Timmerman
Nancy Winnett
Edward White III
James P. Duffy
Linda A. Heaton
Elizabeth J. Houghton
Ann Therese Kelly
Paul Mangan
J. Kevin McNiff
Joanne M. Monaghan
Joyce Marie Moran
Sharon Ramsey-Swartz
Anne L. Sherr
Christian Gilbert
Douglas S. Alexander
Susan Marie Burke
Christine L. Kehoe
James Paul Morazzini
Suzanne Lee Peterson
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Wayne Eric Beckwith
Thomas Boudreau
Therese Carney
Bethanie O. Clifford
Jeanne M. Donnelly
David Gerald Dowen
Margaret Haughey
Karen Grace Havlin
Kristen Marie Johnson
Erica Hedwig Lerch
Theresa Agnes Linnell
Anne Woodworth Luk
Lori Lynn Metevia
Kim Robbin Newfield
Karen Anne Nilsson
Susan Passandidah
Marjorie Jean Quinlan
Joan Marie Ryder
Edward Slavin
Deborah Lynn Thistle
Linda Joy Tucker
David Wayne Upton
Debra Jeanne Wheeler
Kristen Lee Zapustas
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Mary E. Burgess
Stacey Lynn Cortell
Patrick DePalo, Jr.
Kristen Marie Finerty
Brian Michael Lenaghai
Pamela MacDonald
Christopher McDermott
Michael Merline
Brenda Jayne Mullin
Paul Lawrence Ring
Charles Urato
Michael Walker
Bachelor of Science
Patricia Berthelette
Kris Otis Briggs
Mary Anne Garry
Cynthia Hertweck
Rebecca Sherlock
Sheila Webster-McCune
Patrick F. Barry
David Berglund
Patrick C. Blake
Paul Thomas Cibelli
Kimberly Connors
Kelly Ann Daly
Myhanh Thi Dao
Matthew DiDonna
Karen Jean Doyle
Elizabeth Dragon
Sourin H. Etyemezian
Richard Gorman
Brian Kalinowski
Paul Dean Keith, Jr.
Jill Patricia Martocci
James Andrew Miller
Mark William Petit
Christopher W. Reggio
Robert A. Ricci
Michael S. Roach
Julie N. Robinson
Maura J. Shea
James Francis Smith
Brian C. Villeneuve
Mark James Whalen
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"aid Stephen Ernst
llizabeth McCoy
William Sullivan
lllen Jordan Clavin
obin Gail Cohen
ridget Conroy
limberly J. Fleming
j
arol Herzog
!
ynthia Hughes
aren E. Kelly
ennifer Ann Logsdon
ladys Maduro
racey Suzanne Mills
lonnaC. O'Malley
ileen A. Pray
athleen F. Quinn
eborah Maria Race
Brenda Ann Roukat
Jill Lynn Ryan
Georgia Vamvakas
Elizabeth Villamia
Susan Wellnitz
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Chrisanthi Bouris
James Francis Brown
David Fairbanks
Douglas James Fiore
SiuJJLng Savanlila Kan
Cecilia Leung
Carey Jay McMaster
Wynand L. Rovers
Dawn Lorraine Spiri
Catherine Brosnahan
Jayne E. Costello
Wendy Harrington
Carrie L. McGuire
Carol A. Perini
Gayle Elaine Reid
Dawn Renee Sminkey
Jill Middle Campbell
Walter Earl Davis II
Grace Ann Dusseault
Gail Aline Hulick
Dena Robin Irwin
Lauri Ann Lancaster
Joyce Erin Poklemba
Michael Reinold
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John W. Boucouvalas
Leslie Barrows Green
Mehrandokht Javidan
Joan MacNeill
Susan Gail Galloway
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Margaret Fredrickson
Krista A. Maffei
David Paul Newman
Raquel Maria Rodriguez
Gary L. Watson
James Paul Johnson
Lisa Melinda Duncan
Michelle Frances Gould
Lenore Eileen Hayden
Maryanne Taylor
Marybeth Toomey
Margaret ScannellVyas
bachelor of Science in Education
taureen Barrett
eborah Clabaugh
enise Ellen Ferreira
nn Margaret Flaherty
athleen T. Hurley
taureen F. Killgoar
iane Marie Leondike
eborah S. Maher
Mary Martha Mayer
Carlene M. McGorty
Romy Katharina Medin
Corine A. Minkle
Michelle Romanelli
Cristina Marie Russo
Jeannie Deborah Stone
Carlyn Rachelle Vale
Anne Marie Welch
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Melissa Frances Boyer
Angela Calabro
Kathleen Clifford
Maureen Frances Clough
Kathleen Marie Connolly
Eileen Dixon
Jane Marie Drobot
Dawn Marie El-Masry
Mary Jo Janet Kremer
Helen S. Lipkin
Jennifer Beth Messinger
Kevin Nelhuebel
Mary Jo Seguin
Michelle Ann Shurkus
Susan Kathryn Sughrue
Cynthia Louise Tabor
Maura Eileen Walsh
Michael B. Woernle
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1990 Staff ^
Editor in Chief . .
.
'Betfi facavanco
Staff ...
HQisten Lazurence
"Marsha Tfiitbricf^
"Tim "Balder
%etty Mcpherson \
Jean %tgan
J
Additional Contributions . .
.
Sheila ConsoCi, Joe Lee, Carrie 'Back, an<£%uth 'Pearfman.
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By this point you
have looked over the entire
book. What do you think?
I hope you enjoyed your
stroll down memory lane. I
attempted to capture a
broad spectrum offaces and
assortment of events. But,
with all projects mistakes
are bound to happen, so if
you find any, I apologize.
After all there comes a
breaking point to all proj-
ects, and I'm afraid I hit
mine the day after I gradu-
ated, (it's now July 30th).
Many mountains
were conquered to complete
this 73rd edition, the big-
gest of all was a lack of stu-
dent interest. After much
advertising a handful of
students came through and
dedicated their efforts. The
photography in this book
was done by two people,
myself and Kristen; layouts
were done by the same, but
writing was done by Marsha,
Kelly and Jean. During the
summer months I recruited
my apartment mates Sheila,
Joe and Ruth to complete the
remaining copy.
Over the past year
several people have helped
make this book a reality. To
name all ofthem would take
more space than I have, so for
the sake of simplicity, a sin-
cere thank-you is extended
to everyone who helped me
make this yearbook happen.
However, a few people need
special acknowledgment for
their time and efforts. They
are Norman Benrimo,
the Photography com-
pany representative,
Dick Swiech, the Publish-
ing company representa-
tive, my family and
friends, and the Student
Activities staff. For ev-
eryone else who contrib-
uted to the success of this
edition—thanks! !
All in all I feel confi-
dent that this yearbook
will provide the catalyst
for countless memories
each time a member of
the Class of 1990 leaf
through these pages.
Thanks F.S.C. for all the
experiences and memo-
ries-it has been fun.
- Beth
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'Photo Albums"
by Ruth Pearlman
Marching in today
Our photo albums art almostfilled
'With the pages that remind us
Of all zve 've shared together
All the laughter and the times
We pulled each other through these past years
(Today, zve 're packing up what we have Iqiown
^hefriendships storedaway
(We're leaving solidfootprints here
As we turn toward tomorrow
Marching in tomorrow
(They 11 call us to the stage
(The memories in our photo albums are turning another page
(We're holding all the memories close
And even though we're leaving now the photographs of allofus
(Will keep us here somehow
So well hold onto the friendships
(That brought us here today
(friendships don't end tomorrow
Qood-byes arejust hard to say
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Mr. & Mrs. Allyn H. Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. James Carpenter
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Salenius
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Luiso
Mr. & Mrs. Brian C. Crowley
Congratulations Kathy McAllister
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond E. Correllus
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Corsi
June and Doug Chetwynde
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Auffrey, Sr.
Mrs. M. J. Brophy
Mr. & Mrs. Abbott T. Rowe III
Mr. & Mrs. Harry E Selewacz
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Chapman
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Hreczuck
Ms. Patricia Ann Sirois
Frank and Donelda Froburg
Fred and Pat Sansevero
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Well Done Ken
The Brooks Family
Congrats Carrie
Love,
Mom - Dad - Bob - Jay - Ra
Congratulations Laura!!
School's over and now the real world
begins.
All the best in your future
Love Mom, Dad, & Chip
1
1
"1
Congratulations to the Editor |
and her staff ...
Mom & Dad, 90 |
J
CoNqRATulATioNs MIc^eIIe
We are very pROud of you. We wish you Much
\ liAppiNESS & SUCCESS
Love Mama & DacI
Congratulations
Kelly
On a job well done
Student Government Assocation
wishes
j
Congrats to the Class of 1990
Paul,
Congratulations Son !
We love you
Ma & Dad
Steve-
Congratulations on
your accomplishment
Mon% Dad, Jay & Gayle
_ li
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Coiag **afulafions
S>^ov\e,
]_ove A^om av\d Dad
To: Michele Tansino
From: Mom and Dad
May all your dreams come true. With love
and pride in you and all your accomplish-
ments.
Congratulations Bill
Love, Mom, John,
Mike, Kelly
Cathy-
Ifyou simply do your best, you will
achieve all you deserve. Good luck
in the "real world'!!! Friends like
us are forever.
- Sharon
Congratulations!!
Bart Best of Luck
Mom and Dad
i i
MALANINE,
We are very pROud of youR achievements dimiNq
T^E pAST folJR yEARS.
Love ANd Luck~
Mom, DAd, Jokivi, ANd Seamus
Debra Hallinan
We're proud of you
Good luck
Mom and Dad
Congratulations for a job well done!
We knew you could do it!
We love you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Steven, and Susan
(Zov\q ra\u I crHo v\s
J_mda
V-rom J\Aoyn and Dad/
Cli-ff, Ken, cxv\d Wayne
Congratulations and
Best wishes to you Laura
We're proud of you!
The Grierson Family
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Debby Bochynski- Congratulations
This is only the beginning. Our love and best
wishes for your future success. We're very
proud of you.
Love Mom & Dad
Bravo
to the graduates of the
Coordinated Program in Dietetics!
You did it!
Dr. Suzanne Reubauer
Congratulations to Mark Sullivan
"May the road rise up to meet you;
may the wind be always at your
back!"
We love you! Mom, Dad & Sheila
r ~
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Congratulations Kim
;
aOafis "[MO© Bagpw
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All our love Mom, Dad et al.!
I l
Jennifer A. Dunleavy- College Graduate!
It took 4 years and 4 summers to do,
but You Did It and we're all proud of you
Love Mom and Dad
Good Luck, Jacqueline
Love your Family
@®(R@ir<gM<3)|}||®[ft3
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Sweet Beth,
May happiness and sunshine follow you your
whole life through.
Our Love is always with you.
Mom & Michael
You've made us so proud, David
Congratulations
Dad, Mom, Eddie & Gram
CoNqRATulATiONS ANcl
Best WishES foR tIhe Future:
ChRisTiNE E. HaIpen
Love Mom, Len & Everett
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Dear Daughter
"Bunches of
Grapes and Flowers'9
For a job Well Done!
Love Mom
Michelle, Pontine,
(Dawn, "Beth & (David—
nUanlojou so muchfor allthe sup-
port and encouragement this year.
"Each ofyou have touchedmy life in
a specialway and I zoillneverfor-
get you. you are very much loved
andwtilbe dearlymissed(evennow).
7(p Love, "Kris (D.
Kirsten,
Congratualtions!
We all wish you boat loads of
health, happiness and success.
With your determination, we're
sure you'll reach whatever goals
you have in mind.
Love, Dad, Mom, Artie, Tigre.
Terri,
You have made us so proud. As you
go into the world, we knowyou will
succeed not only in your career
goals, but in all you do. You've
touched us with a special warmth
and caring that will reward you
with the success you deserve.
Love: Mom, Jim, Mike, Heide,
& Buttons
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1Congratulations
Christine Wood
Mom 8 Dad
To my former 4th floor floormates,
I wish you all the best of luck in what-
ever your futures hold for you. Please
keep in touch, I'll miss you all!
| Love Maura
Cindy
Love Mom, Dad,
Jen & Pete
With love to our Daughter
Donna Rogers:
Our congratulations and hope that your fu-
ture will bring you the joy you have brought
us. We are very proud of you.
Chuck |
We're very proud of you!
Mom and Dad
ij
KmssiE,
I'm so pRoud of you!
Love Mom
Diane Congratulations!
You made it!
We love you two million times.
Now get ajob!
Love Mom and Dad
"Charge oil things you fashion with
a breath of your own spirit.
"
Congratulations
Jennifer Sanford!
Love Mum, Dad, Ben & Adam
Best of luck to Amy Peacock upon
her graduation and up coming marriage.
Mom, Dad, John, Becky, Mary & Eric
Congratulations Debbie Barry
We are proad of yoa and wish you
much success in the future!!
Love Mom, Dad, Beth & Sue
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V Congratulations
DfiVE SfiVONfl
(published writer and graduate)
We are ever so proud of you!!!
i Love Mom. Dad and Carey
Best Wishes Kerry
From Mom and Dad
1
1
J
Congratulations
Tiicia, Kelly, Melanie,
Liss 8 Good luck T«
Thanks for making this a great year.
You guys are the best!
Love Kristen (Ruu-Tuu)
r
Congratulations Cathy
Love Mom, Dad and Steve
i
ETarilyn Kiel
Super Grad
Thanks lor the pride
Congratulations to our graduate,
Paula D. Bendel.
We are proud of you.
Mom, Dad, Tom, Pam, Brad & Brian
li/c re, Prooidoft tfoa
AnMarie/
Mom, Dad, 77m, Paa( /Ceri*
j
CoNqRATukrioNS
RobiN Marje SiMONds
You've EarnecI It !
Love, Mom an<J Bob
Dear Trish,
TheJour years are up and life's
begun. I'm so proud ofyou and
what you've done.
Love Bill (Ocean!)
Best Wishes
to the
Graduates of Pelrce Hall
Regards, Madeline Chagnon
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Dear Kitten:
There are many special feelings that so often go
unspoken but it seems right to let you know
"Today", how wonderful it's always been to
have you for a daughter- The kind who is loved
so very much.
Mom, Dad, Bob and Tim
Congratulations
Judith Adrift!
We are very proud of you.
Love Mom & Dad
r
Dear KmsTiiN,
We wish you every qood wish ThERE is as you
START off iN TEAchiNq; We ARE SO pROud of VOU
ANd we Iove you Iots:
Mom ANd JohN
I I
To the end that my glory may sing praise
to thee, and not be silent. O Lord, my
God, I will give thanks unto thee forever.
Psalms 30:12
Rich, Linda, Mom
Congratulations
Mom and Dad
$caltf)
r
IjoWineSS,
anb §itcce§§
8ot>e
r
mom & Sa&
CoK^atatatioKs//Cristen Uoher-tu
l/icerPresidmt Ctassoft 1990
low, Mom andBrian
Kudos Nancy Jerauld
Phil, Will, Tom, Billy
CONqRARjlATiONS SAN<Jy!
We're so pROud of you.
You did iT ! WeII Done!
Love You,
Mom, DAd, Suzy, ANd PRudENCE
Congratulations Cindy
We are proud of you. May God
Bless you with health and happi-
ness in whatever you choose to do.
Our Love, Daa\ Mom, and Bill
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Robert L. Gardiner
Goneiri an ta Leat,
Beannact De Leat,
Love Dad, Mom, Sheila, Brendan.
SjoWhan LipTON
We are pRoud of You.
Best of Luck
Mom, D/\d, & Cjara
r
Luv Gram Grace
J
Jules Saunders
Thank You for being a Friend
We love you
Barbara and Ginny
Congratulations and Best of Luck to
the Senior Executive Board Members
and all my other "4th Floor" Friends
Love Beth
Congratulations
Martei L Ucklin
Your Family
Sandy,
Congratulations on all you've achieved!
We are very proud ofyou and want all
that you want for your future. We love
you very much.
Mum & Dad
Congratulations to
Carol J. Murphy
Glass of 1990
Who began her
studies in the fall
semester, 1962 in
the Child
Development Lab.
Love Mom
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Colophon
The Framingham
State College 1990 DIAL
was printed by Herff
Jones Yearbooks. Year-
book Associates provided
all film and did the devel-
oping and printing of pic-
tures as well as shooting
the Senior Portraits.
The book has an 8 1/
2" x 11" format with 228
pages (204 black & white
/ 24 color). The paper stock is
Bordeaux. The fonts used are:
24 pt. Avant Garde- headlines;
12 pt. New Century School-
book- Body Copy; 10 pt. He-
lvetica- captions; 10 pt italic
Bookman- kickers. All ink is
Black. The cover, Dark Plum,
with blind embossed design
silkscreened in Silver ink and a
Brush grain. Endsheet specifi-
cations include a Taupe paper
stock with Navy Blue ink.
The entire bookwas desk-
top published and all
graphics were designed
by Beth Jacavanco on
Apple Macintosh SE®
usingAdobe Illustrator™
and Aldus Pagemaker™
.
The book was com-
pleted on July 30, 1990.
228 1990 Dial Volume 73
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